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Every Boolean algebra 
free sequences in B. 
B has a dense subset D with property that centered subsets of D are 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 54A25,54D30 
simplicity 
A pair (F, G) of subsets of a topological space X is regular iff F is closed, G is 
open, and F is a subset of G. A sequence (F,, GJ ((Y < 0) of regular pairs of X is 
free iff for every two finite subsets K and L of 8 with K c L the inte?section of F, 
for cu in K and X\C, for p in L is nonempty. Note that if X is a compact space 
the existence of a 8 sequence of regular pairs is equivalent o the existence of a 
free sequence x, (a c 0) of elements X with the property that {x,: cu c p} and 
(x,: Q! a/3) h ave disjoint closures for all p c 8. This is the standard efinition of a 
free sequence in X [3]. 
ma 1. For every compact space X there is a sequence (F,, GJ (a < T) of regular 
pairs such that the interiors of the F, form a m-basis of X and such that jk every 
subset A of v we have that ( F,, GJ (a E A) is a free sequence in X i$ F, (a! E A) is 
centered in X. 
f. By working separately below each member of a maximal disjoint family of 
open subsets of X, we may assume that there is a cardinal w such that the w-weight 
of every nonempty open subset of X is equal to W. Let { U,: a! c v} be a fixed 
w-basis of X. The sequence of ( Fa, GJ is constructed recursively on u with general 
requirements that the F, are closed Gs-subsets of X with nonempty interiors, that 
the Ga are (proper) open F,-subsets of X, and that Gp is a subset of U, for all cy. 
Let p C ?T and %$ be the set of all nonempty finite intersections of sets of the form 
Fa or X\G, where cy c p. Since the r-weight of U, is bigger than the size of sP 
there exists an open nonempty F--set GB included in U, which does not contain 
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any element of ss. Let F, be any closed G&-set included in G, with nonempty 
interior. 
Suppose F= (cy E A) is a centered family in X and let K < L be two finite subsets 
of A. Then the fact that the intersection of FU for (Y in K and X\G, for p in L is 
nonempty is checked by an easy induction on the size of L. This finishes the proof. 
Note that if X is compact zero-dimensional, the sequence (F*, GJ ((Y < W) 
of Lemma 1 can be chosen with the additional property FQ = Ga for all (Y. 
The multiplicity of a family 9 of subsets of X is the minimal cardinal 9 with the 
property that no point of X is contained in 8 members of 9. Let P(X) denote the 
minimal cardinal 8 such that X contains no free sequence of size 8. The following 
is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. 
2. Every compact space Xhas a q-basis with multiplicity not bigger than P(X). 
Corollary 3. If&X) is precaliber of a compact space X, then W(X) < E(X). 
. Zf X is a compact space, then dd(X) 5 P(X).’ 
f. Let B be a m-basis of X with multiplicity s E(X). Let 9,-, = 9’ and let D, 
be a maximal (discrete) subset of the union of 9$, having at most one point in any 
P from PP, where PB is the set of all elements of 9 which do not intersect any D, 
for (Y c /3. Then the union of D,‘s for ar < P(X) intersects every element of 9 and 
is, therefore, dense in X. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 5. ZfX is a compact space, then T(X) s s(X) l F(X). 
The notion of a free sequence is the key idea behind Arhangel’skii’s olution [2] 
of the Alexandroff-Urysohn [l] problem about the cardinality of first countable 
compact spaces. A formulation of Arhangel’skii’s argument using the notion of a 
free sequence of regular pairs rather than elements of X has the following form. 
6. Let X be a space which contains no free e-sequence of regular pairs. Assume 
also that the closure of every subset of X of size s 0 is the intersection of s 8 open 
sets. Then X has a dense subset of size s 8. 
Construct recursively an increasing sequence Da (a! c 0) of subsets of X of 
size ~8 as follows. For each Q fix a family 9a of size < 8 of closed sets which 
covers the complement of Da. The new points of Da are obtained by taking a single 
’ Here dd( X) denotes the minimal cardinality of a family of discrete subspaces of X whose union is 
dense in X. 
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point from each nonempty finite intersection of closed sets belonging to some $a 
for (Y < p. Then by the assumption about free sequences of regular pairs of X, it 
follows easily that the union of &‘s for (Y < 6 must cover X. This completes the proof. 
The algebraization of Arhangel’skii’s argument presented in Lemma 6 is the 
powerful new idea behind a number of results about compact spaces obtained by 
Shapirovskii in [S, 6, lo]. Note that the Corollaries 3 and 5 are immediate conse- 
quences of Lemma 6 (or its proof). We should note that Shapirovskii [5,6, lo] does 
not state Lemma 6 in its present form but in the form where the notion of a free 
sequence is replaced by the notion of tightness. For example, he states Corollary 5 
in the form hd(X)s s(X) l t(X)‘, . . . . The formulation in terms of tightness makes 
it difficult to state Lemma 6 when t9 is a singular cardinal. This explains why ten 
years later we can find in the literature (see [4]) proofs of Corollaries 3 and 5 
together with an opinion that Shapirovskii’s ideas presented in [S], [6] or [lo] are 
not sufficient for proving these results (see [4, p. 6091). Concerning the mai focus 
of this article, Theorem 2, we note that this result has also been proved by Shapirov- 
skii (see [lo, Theorem 3.11) when E(X) is a regular cardinal. The proof of the 
regular case presented in [lo] also uses the basic idea of Lemma 6 but it runs into 
some difficulties when P(X) is a singular cardinal regardless whether one uses the 
algebraic form of a free sequence or not. The proof of Lemma 1 presented here can 
be regarded as a rather simple twist of another idea of Shapirovskii (see [7-g]). We 
should note however that some hints to that idea can be found in some earlier work 
of Kurepa. (See [ 1 l] for a set of references concerning that work.) To see the 
connection, note that Lemma 1 is saying that we can find a r-basis for an arbitrary 
compact space which has algebraic properties imilar to those of the partition tree 
of intervals which Kurepa used (see [ 111) in provir,g the inequality d(X) d c(X)’ 
for linearly ordered spaces in the sense that chains of the tree are replaced by free 
sequences of regular pairs. By the way, note that the inequality ?r(X) s hc(X’) for 
compact X is also a consequence of the proof of Lemma 1 because all necessary 
algebraic properties of the partition tree which Kurepa used in proving this inequality 
for linearly ordered spaces (see [ll]) are provided by the construction of Lemma 
1. (Hint: F, x (X\G,) cannot be covered by finitely many sets of the form Gp X 
(X\F@) for /3 # a.) 
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